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+++  9/2/78 MDPR (160, -2hrs,) LSD 60 10:00AM=[0:00] ATS, JA. Slightest body
     window f. MDPR. Quiet development into extreme window. Intense microcosms in
     all once-living things. Sea-urchin shell, drift-wood, dried seaweed. [5:00]
     first drop to ++. Grape juice, orange to airport, pigmy forest. [7:00] to + -
     reasonable appetite. Heavy problems face-able - the "21st" microcosm. Very
     well received, and completely enjoyable. Unquestionably, a +++.

++   1/29/79 MDPR (160, -2hrs) LSD 60 1PM=[0:00] ATS, QR =. Development [0:30] to
     [1:30] to extraordinary fantasy folie à deux - origins of man's arrival to
     earth, experiment in tropic environment - easy eyes-closed constructed imagery
     Gentle afterglow. Closest to flux. Last 4 experiments. Someday look at flux.
     Overall ++. no erotic.
 
++   2/24/79 MDPR (160, -2hrs) LSD 60 (AG,TG,NT,CT,BM,ATS) First Saturday of BM's
     arrival. Yellow shoes, I know that tree, wood block on patio, CT to fantasy,
     excellent afterglow.

++   3/7/79 Harmaline (300) LSD 60 (ATS). [0:30] start [0:45] at +, interesting,
     appears milder than LSD [1:15] at + pleasant high - no profoundness [1:45]
     between + & ++ - impotent. [2:45] at place [with] the state - ++ - won't
     answer phone [3:35] almost (not quite) able to get into it with music [4:00]
     still ++ [4:15] first drop [5:00] back to ± - and can get things done. ++

++.5 3/14/79 ℵ-6 (40mg) LSD 60 [2:50 of ℵ-6 =0:00) ATS. [0:15] aware- so soon.
     nice (in legs) [0:40] up to now, mostly physical - now mental - develop
     rapidly, nice! [0:50] almost to ++, I would like to ppt further - relax.
     [0:55] slowed time [1:30] ++ call f. Hugh - Mill Valley invite - hedge.
     [2:00] absolutely delightful intox. above ++ [2:30] successfully shower, shave
     - out for a bite. Careful drive to M.Valley [4:00]. At [6:00] largely down-
     grass - [6:30-8:00] incredible with it spaced. poem reading; clarinet, voice,
     guitar; non-verbal communication. My speech is reasonable to me, but on 
     hearing myself through others ears - disjointed as to content. Considerable
     time distortion. Drive home at [9:00] - long drive - lost in M.V., 7-up store
     - concept failure of welfare when the Larkspur ferries are seen. [10:00]
     home safely. good sleep! Incredible!

++   ~3/79 meth [30+30] + 80 LSD (AG 30+80, TG 25+60, ATS 30+80 (+30). 9:30AM =
     meth, LSD at 10:05 [:35]=[0:00][0:25] alert. [2:00] AG ~++, TG ~+, ATS ~+
     [2:30] supplement [with] 30 meth. [3:10] some pulse   [4:10] become very
     voluble - but still not quite to ++ [10:00] dinner - nearly out.

++   3/27/79 MDOH + LSD (60mg MDOH, 60 µg LSD =[0:00][0:30] notice [0:35]
     developing nicely [0:45] to almost ++ [1:00] try to relax to ++ - can't quite
     do it [1:30] impotent - call f. DEA - handled OK [3:30] childhood reverie -
     dropping. grass (old FB) - reinforced hourly - modest intox. Retinal halluc.
     light spot - concept of focus - imagery in melted wax. overall nicely spaced
     evening - understanding of bilateral source of imagery.
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